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AN HISTORICAL REVIVAL OF AMATEUR PLANETARY 
ASTRONOMY

Since the 2000’s, the 

amateur world has achieved

some crucial observations 

that has been largely

popularized

Oval BA turning itself
into a true Red Spot 

(C.Go)



The « Bird Strike » in 
2009 (Anthony 

Wesley). First impact 
trace image on Jupiter 
since Shoemaker-Levy 

in 1994

AN HISTORICAL REVIVAL OF AMATEUR PLANETARY 
ASTRONOMY



Live recording of 
impacts (2010 and 

2012) : Wesley, 
Tachikawa, Hall



THE DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS

The events detected by amateurs trigger observations from

scientists

The HST imaging the now red Oval BA 
after the discovery by C.Go en 2006 HST and IRTF (Hawaï ) after

the 2009 impact



Amateurs now have some access to instrumentations of 

professional or semipro level

The Saint Véran Observatory, 
Astroqueyras association (60 cm 

cassegrain)

IR series of Venus images taken
by Giuseppe Monachino in 

september 2012, that lead to 
studies of the rotation of the 

planet

THE DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS



1-meter telescope of 
the Calern

Observatory (C2PU)

Images of the IR belts
on Uranus in 2012, by 
Jean-Pierre Prost and 

David Vernet

Amateurs now have some access to instrumentations of 

professional or semipro level

THE DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS



1 meter telescope
of the Pic du Midi 

observatory

Again images of 
belts on Uranus in 

2012, by a team 
composed by both

amateurs and 
scientists (names

on the set)

Amateurs now have some access to instrumentations of 

professional or semipro level

THE DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS



Some forums to meet and develop some common projects

The pro/am school of the CNRS and AUDE association at La Rochelle (every 3 
years)

This is a forum of common projects on various topics. In 2012, for the first 
time, a session about the giant planets has been opened. We listened to orals

from a scientist (Ricardo Hueso Alonso, Pais Vasco university), a science 
journalist (Jean-Luc Dauvergne, Ciel et Espace magazine) and one amateur 

(Marc Delcroix, President of SAF planetary observations commission)

THE DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS



Th 4th pro/am CNRS & AUDE School lead in 2012 to a common project

especially interesting under the direction of Olivier Mousis, scientist at the 

Besançon observatory : the writing of an article describing every possible 

field of cooperation between professionals and amateurs in planetary

astronomy. 

Co-written by almost 60 co-authors from both communities, it has been 

submitted to Experimental Astronomy, a journal whose purpose is to 

publish papers dedicated to methods and instruments of scientific research

in astronomy.

Some forums to meet and develop some common projects

THE DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS



The EPSC (European Planetary Science Congress) is a planetary science congress that
gather every year scientists from Europ and from the rest of the world. Since 2012 (Madrid) a 

session has opened dedicated to amateur planetary astronomy.

This year (2013) the EPSC will take place in London. Orals will be (main speaker only) : 
Pro/am collaborations in planetary astronomy (F.Colas), Ground-based observations of 

Venus in near IR (C.Pellier), Digital daylight observations of planets will small telescopes (M. 
Kardasis), Jupiter’s North equatorial belt (J.Rogers), Jovian impact flashes detection with
DeTeCt (M.Delcroix), Low-phase-angle photometry of some Themis-family members and 

other asteroids (R.Miles)

Some forums to meet and develop some common projects

THE DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS



A TOUR ON THE POTENTIAL OF EACH PLANET

Not all planets are equally interesting…

Here is a brief tour on their respective 
potential, and of the work actually in progress

on them



VENUS

Venus is difficult to 

observe from Earth. 

One space orbiter : Venus 

Express

Possibles observations: 

•Long-term survey of cloud
structures

•Rotation calculations in 
various wavelengths

•Thermal emission surface 
imagery and identification

Cooperation works in 

progress : none but some

amateurs studies are 

conducted. An amateur oral 

will be performed at EPSC 

2013



MARS

Mars is highly studied by scientists and benefits from most of the space

exploration.

The potential of cooperation is therefore very weak, because professional
tools don’t need Earth-based instrumentations.

None the less, the article to be publised in Experimental Astronomy

encourages amateur to continue the historical survey from the ground

for comparisons aims. Possibles observations are:

•Global survey of important dust activity

•Long-term survey of polar caps

•The monitoring of some particular phenomena (like the « high altitude cloud » of 
2012).

Cooperation work in progress: none



MARS

The « high
altitude cloud »

observed in 2012 

by W. Jaeschke

Start of the 2001 global storm –

rotation of dust clouds showing

no evolution during the period



JUPITER

Without surprise, Jupiter is the planet that shows the best potential.

The context is important : there is currently no orbiter around Jupiter, 

and ground-based observations are the only possible ones. Their
importance is strengthened by the coming arrival of JUNO in 2015.

Jupiter is a planet whose climate knows a few cycles several terrestrial

years-long, but unexpected events are not rare.

There are several cooperation works already published or still in 

progress. Some studies by John Rogers, director of the Jupiter section 

of the BAA, are published in scientific jounals (Nature, Icarus).



JUPITER

Long-term cycles : the fading and revival of the SEB

Example in Icarus : « Jovian Temperature and Cloud Variability 
during the 2009-2010 Fade of the South Equatorial Belt” (2011)

Fletcher L.N, Orton G.S, Rogers J.H, Simon-Miller AA, de Pater I, Wong M.H, 

Mousis O, Irwin PGJ, Jacquesson M, Yanamandra-Fisher

There are other cycles 

whose study is fed

with amateur data : 
the NEB, NTB...



JUPITER

The dynamic of individual structures

Icarus : « Merging circulations on Jupiter: 
observed differences between cyclonic 

and anticyclonic mergers” (2006)

Rogers JH, Mettig H-J, Cidadão A, Sherrod PC, 
and Peach D



JUPITER

impacts

The permanent monitoring 
of the planet can lead to 
the dection of impact on 

the planet – they have 
been surprisingly

numerous over the last 
years.

The  DeTeCT project
conducted by Marc 

Delcroix and Ricardo 
Hueso Alonso will try to 

evaluate the frequence of 
impacts, and makes

available to amateurs a 
software that

automatically detect
flashes on recorded

videos



SATURN

Saturn is the good surprise of the past decennium.

The planet as been long viewed as very little active, but it has been 

showing for the last 11 years a constant activity sometimes even
spectacular, thanks to the always improved amateur images and to the 

presence of the Cassini orbiter since 2004.

Amateur data is good enough to follow in detail the big storms, and 

scientists are still asking for a global monitoring from Earth.



SATURN

Evolution of the 
Great 2010-2011 

storm on amateur 
images. 

All phases of the 
storm are visible on 
amateur data, from
the start to the end.

Compiled and 
analysed by Marc 

Delcroix



LE POTENTIEL DE CHAQUE PLANETE : SATURNE

Many science articles have been published about this storm with an important use of 
amateur material.

Screen-shot of a Nature paper in 2011 : « Deep winds beneath Saturn’s upper clouds from a 

seasonal long-lived planetary-scale storm »



URANUS

Uranus is the new 
frontier of amateur 
astronomy : we are 
now observing belts
without doubts, and 
maybe the biggest
storms could be

accessible as well



HOW TO PARTICIPATE ?  THE EQUIPMENT

• The instrument : ideally 300 to 400 mm, 
250 mm is a minimum. But most of 
observations can be made with smaller
instruments.

• The camera : a b&w camera is better, 
with filters, but a color cam will work for 
most of topics.

• Filters : a LRGB set, a R+IR and/or an 
IR-pass. UV and CH4 filters can be used
for advanced observers.

• Softwares : all the best ones can be
downloaded for free on the web. 
Registax, Avistack, Autostakkert, and 
WinJupos



http://fr.groups.yahoo.com/group/planetes-saf/

The SAF Committee of planetary observations : a webpage, and a 
Yahoo group

HOW TO PARTICIPATE ? THE AMATEUR NETWORKS



Many amateur groups are doing an 

excellent work dedicated to planetary

observations apart of the SAF.

Reading and following their work give

access to a high level of information 

particularly adapted to amateurs

HOW TO PARTICIPATE ? THE AMATEUR NETWORKS



The JUPOS project measures the drift of cloud features on Jupiter. 

Analysed mostly by John Rogers, director of the BAA Jupiter section

This is an amateur project with truly scientific results. 

HOW TO PARTICIPATE ? THE AMATEUR NETWORKS



Exemple of Jupos

drift chart (NEB 

barges, 2010-2011)

HOW TO PARTICIPATE ? THE AMATEUR NETWORKS



On Facebook : the 

group « Astronomy

Planetary Imaging »
gathers amateur 

from all around the 

world, and the most

engaged scientists

in the cooperation

HOW TO PARTICIPATE ? THE AMATEUR NETWORKS



HOW TO PARTICIPATE ? THE PVOL PROJECT ON GAS GIANTS

The « Planetary Virtual Observatory & Laboratory » is an image gallery

that upload amateur images on the gas giants. 

It is maintained by the Planetary science group at the University of Pais 

Basco in Spain. Some work has been presented at the EPSC.


